LEGENDARIUM III
Kings, knights and maidens
Javier Pellicer and Rubén Serrano
Six fantastic stories based on ancient legends: knights, soldier-maidens, tormented women,....

Synopsis
Anthology of stories inspired by fantastic stories of national geographic that navigate between fantasy and terror: ghosts and tormented spirits, enchanted places, supernatural events,
impossible love...
Third title of the saga of fiction “Legendarium” based on the imaginary world of the "Al-Andalus" legends.
Knights, soldier-maidens, tormented women, daughters of Kings, all of the stories intense
and richly narrated by several authors: Raelana Dsagan, Victor Morata, Luisa Fernández, j. j.
Castillo, Corolina Pastor, Pedro Escudero and Javier Pellicer.
Magic, mystery, and the tradition of the ancient legends, this time situated in the heart of the
South of Spain. Mixing the styles of Poe and Lovecraft, the Legendarium anthology uses poetic prose and an understaning of traditional stories upon which the book is based in such
an effective manner that makes this work a classic.
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Sales pitch
It isan anthology of stories from different authors, all compiled by the writers Ruben Serrano
and Javier Pellicer, in such a way that invites the readers to enter in the unique legendary
words upon which the book is based.
This work attempts to feed the reader's imagination with fabulous stories, loaded with
mystery.
It is a retelling of traditional Spanish legends.
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In this third volume famous prose writers as Ivan Mouriño (contributor at the Cuarto Milenio
TV Program), as well as authors from H-Horror and the Spanish Association of writers of horror, participate and make contributions.

Legendarium is the perfect union of fantasy and horror. -Legendarium is the perfect union of
fantasy and horror.
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